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                            					Система автоматического подключения гидравлики навесного оборудования

    					
    						EC-OIL

    						Automatic quick mounting system with EC-OIL the market’s new standard - without additional costs
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    					What is engcon?

    					A tiltrotator is an excavator's flexible wrist, and engcon provides a profitable total concept for your operation.
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    					Which engcon?

    					Products for all excavators. Make your operation more efficient, safer and more profitable.
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			Profitability and safety with engcon

			A tiltrotator acts as an excavator's wrist. It allows the bucket to tilt and rotate, which creates limitless ability. With world-leading engcon as your partner, your operation will become more effective, efficient and profitable. engcon’s total concept with its unique safety features is suitable for all excavators ranging from 1.5 to 33 tonnes.
		

		    
    
    	
    	                                    	                    		
            			
            				
            				
            					
            						
            							What is engcon?

            							Engcon is a world leading supplier of effective, efficient total concepts for excavators.

            						

            					

            				

            				
            			

            		

            	        	                    	                    		
            			
            				
            				
            					
            						
            							The Concept Engcon

            							Given the right set of tools, you can save a lot of money. The tiltrotator is just such a tool.

            						

            					

            				

            				
            			

            		

            	        	                    	                    		
            			
            				
            				
            					
            						
            							Product catalog

            							We provide a complete, custom-designed range of products for your bottom line

            						

            					

            				

            				
            			

            		

            	        	                    	                    		
            			
            				
            				
            					
            						
            							Owning an engcon

            							Owning an engcon product means you will enjoy support before, during and after your purchase

            						

            					

            				

            				
            			

            		

            	        	                    	                    		
            			
            				
            				
            					
            						
            							News and Press

            							You can find news clips here. Search our news archive, find image, follow us in social networks.
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            							You can find a dealer near you.

            						

            					

            				

            				
            			

            		

            	        	    	

    

	

			

	Request a call back

	We provide news and information on industrial innovation, tiltrotator engcon and other assortments of accessories for your excavator. Fill in Your details to contact us.

	
	
		
			
	        
		

		
			
			
		

		
			
		

		
			Leave a request
		

		
		
			
			
			
				Clicking on this box, you acknowledge that you have read and agree with our data protection Policy
			
		

		
    
    
	


	



    Thank you, your message has been sent!
We will contact you shortly.

			
				
					Subscribe to Engcon:
										    Facebook
															    Twitter
															    Youtube
															    Instagram
															    FLickr
									

			

			
				
				
			

		

		
    
	    
	

	

		
			
				
				Choose your language
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